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1. PI Name and Contact Details  

Christopher Riley, Durham Law School 

2. Research Team 

The research was carried out by the PI, with the assistance of two RAs (below).  The PI is 

a Reader in Corporate Law, in Durham Law School.  

 Research assistance was provided by Sarah Morley and Oludara Awolalu.  Both are 

3rd year PhD students, holding LLB and LLM degrees, and both are pursuing projects 

in corporate law. 

 Their respective profiles are available at: https://www.dur.ac.uk/law/staff/?id=11923 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/law/staff/stafflist/?id=12089 

3. Summary of Research Undertaken 

The research involved an initial pilot project examining the likely impact, on the behaviour of 

‘corporate groups’, of two recent UK court decisions.  Those decisions allow a parent company, 

in certain circumstances, to be held liable for injuries sustained by the employees of its 

subsidiaries.  My research addresses how parents will react to this threat of liability.  For this 

pilot project, I limited myself to finding out how parent companies are being advised to react, 

by their lawyers.  Initially, I had identified two contrasting options companies might be advised 

to choose between.  However, after the first results of the research emerged, I revised this to 

distinguish between three contrasting options.   

The first I call ‘the compliance option’.   Threatened with liability, parent companies might be 

advised to intervene more in their subsidiaries, forcing subsidiaries to take greater care of their 

employees, and thus avoiding saddling the parent with liability.    

The second I call ‘the avoidance option’.  According to the decided cases, the parent is liable 

only if the parent company is itself knowledgeable about its subsidiary’s health and safety 

transgressions.  Therefore, a parent might seek to avoid liability by insulating itself from, and 

remaining ignorant of, health and safety shortcomings in the subsidiary that lead to injuries to 

(subsidiary) employees. 

The third I call ‘the restructuring option’.  A further detail of the proposed cases is that a parent 

that acts only as a ‘pure holding company’ will not be liable.  Groups might be advised to 

restructure so that the parent holds the bulk of assets, but acts only as a holding company, 

leaving all ‘real’ business activity to be pursued by under-capitalised subsidiaries. 

The research involved two phases.  The first entailed a literature review to ascertain what was 

already known about the choice of corporate structures, and the extent to which such structures 

encourage companies to embrace an excessive amount of risk.  The second focused on the 

advice given by lawyers specifically in response to the two recent cases mentioned above.  It 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/law/staff/?id=11923
https://www.dur.ac.uk/law/staff/stafflist/?id=12089


examined the ‘briefing documents’ produced by lawyers’ firms giving general (non-client 

specific) advice, plus interviews with 5 lawyers.  The advice was categorised according to the 

type of firm proffering it, which options it put before clients, whether it recommended one over 

others, and the department/division within the law firm which authored the advice.   

4. Four bullet points about key outcomes 

 Lawyers treated the two mentioned court decisions as significant, and strongly 

advised corporate clients to address the potential threat of parental liability.   

 Firms routinely noted the ‘avoidance option’ as one possible response to the threat 

of parental liability, and gave examples of steps companies might take to insulate 

themselves from, and avoid knowing too much about, health and safety problems 

within their subsidiaries.   

 However, firms also routinely stressed that whilst such a strategy might make ‘legal’ 

sense (in terms of reducing liability), from a ‘non-legal’ point of view, it might be 

commercially undesirable.  Firms emphasised the importance of reputational 

considerations, and the harm that would arise if subsidiaries left employees injured 

and were seen as taking too ‘hands off’ an approach.  They therefore also presented 

the compliance option as a commercially plausible response to the threat of liability.  

 There was no evidence that firms were advising corporate clients to engage in the 

restructuring option.    

5. Impact 

1. I have drafted an article based on the results of my research.  I had originally intended 

to submit this to a journal in June, but I have decided to delay submission until after I 

have given a paper based on the research to the SLS (see 3 below) to get more 

feedback.  

2. I gave a staff seminar in Durham Law School, focusing on the theoretical background 

to the research, and discussing the research questions it was addressing.   

3. My results form part of the paper I am giving to the company law subject section of the 

Society of Legal Scholars (SLS) annual conference (Oxford, September 7th 2016).  

6. Further Research 

I am considering applying to the ESRC, under its open ‘Research Grants’ stream, for funding 

to extend the research.  However, as the research would be multidisciplinary in nature, 

involving finance and management as well as law, I feel any bid to the ESCR would need to 

involve scholars from those disciplines to have any chance of success.  I need to think further 

about, and discuss with colleagues, how I might put together such an application.   


